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Nádas translation 

• Part of your homework was to read the original 
and translation of the Nadas novel 

– Share your thoughts with the class! 

– Which one did you like more? 

– What were the omitted or greatly changed parts? 
Why do you think the translator decided to do so? 

– Was it an overall accurate translation? 

– Further comments. 
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Bassnett: “The Translator as Cross-
Cultural Mediator” 

• Bassnett also looks at the role of translator 

– How does she define translation? 

– What does she call the context of translation? 

• Provide some illustrative examples 

– What is the translator’s identity? 

– How can a translator mediate between cultures? 

– What is cultural translation? 

– What is the role of media? 
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Translation is a form of 
communication  

• Any form of communication has norms 

– Translation is a socially regulated activity 

• Norms of translation depend on  

– Local conditions 

– Social relations (author, translator, TL, SL) 

• Can you think of any social norms that might 
affect how a translation is done? 

– E.g., Iran article 
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http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/15/digital-age-poses-a-new-challenge-to-irans-relentless-book-censors


Regulatory norms 

• Commonly used in translation studies 

• Meaning: “normative expectations concerning 
what is appropriate in certain cases, regarding 
certain types or areas of discourse” (Hermans 
1995, 13) 

• Often copyright and other laws are present 
guiding the available written text in a given 
place 
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Texts have no fixed meaning 

• Norms and cultural / social / historical / political 
context may change the meaning of words 

– Think of some examples of words that changed 
their meaning over time. 

• See a list here or here 

– Any words that have recently entered the English 
vocabulary? 

– “What makes a word real” (watch TED video) 
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http://ideas.ted.com/20-words-that-once-meant-something-very-different/
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/words-literally-changed-meaning-through-2173079
http://www.ted.com/talks/anne_curzan_what_makes_a_word_real


Some examples 

Word Old meaning New Meaning 

Nice 14th century as a term for “foolish” 
or “silly”   
In the Middle Ages more neutral 
attributes of shyness and reserve 

18th century brought on the more 
positively charged meanings of “nice” 
we know today 

Gay  13th century: “light-hearted” or 
“joyous”; 14th century: “bright and 
showy” 

1630s: connotations of immorality 
(“Gay woman”= prostitute; “gay 
house” = brothel. 1930s: 
homosexuality 

Awful 1300s: “inspiring wonder”; short 
version of “full of awe” 

purely negative connotations 
 

Cute 1730s: shortened form of acute, 
meaning “keenly perceptive and 
shrewd”. 

1830s: part of American student 
slang, meaning “pretty, charming and 
dainty” 
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Critical roles of translators are: 

• Be familiar with the norms of both TC and SC 

• Select appropriate words 

– Denotation vs connotation of words 

– Tone – attitude of the speaker 

– Allusion of words and phrases 

– No fixed meaning, contexts are always historically 
unique 
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Remaining question 

• Staying faithful to the text vs creativity 

• Does translation necessarily transform the text 
or is “perfect repetition” possible?   

– Derrida: translation as regulated transformation (in 
Wolf 1995) 

– Wolf (1995): translation as rewriting and cultural 
textualization 

– Vermeer: translation as an act of culture-specific 
communication (in Wolf 1995) 
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Case Study 

• You’ll receive a short excerpt from a Hungarian 
newspaper to translate (about the Simicska 
case)—there is some strong language and you 
have to decide how to translate 

• Let’s discuss your answers 

• Now take a look at an article in the Economist 
with their “attempt” to translate  
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http://www.economist.com/news/europe/21642647-countrys-biggest-media-mogul-turns-against-viktor-orban-no-uncertain-terms-how-cuss


Homework 
• Read: Ioana Irina Durdureanu. (2011). “Translation 

of cultural terms: Possible or impossible.” The 
Journal of Linguistic and Intercultural Education 
1(4). 

– The article discusses the challenges of cultural 
translation 

– Having read the article, please think about examples 
from Hungarian-language texts, which you believe are 
culturally difficult to translate 

– Please collect the strategies to translate “culture-bound 
terms” 
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Preparation for next class 

• Next class our case study will be the EU: translator/interpreter 
trainings, special jargon, requirements and texts 

• The following two documents are for your reference, you can 
skim through them, do *not* read them all as they are too long! 

– A handbook for authors and translators in the European 
Commissionhttp://ec.europa.eu/translation/english/guidelines/do
cuments/styleguide_english_dgt_en.pdf 

– A brief list of misused English terminology in EU publications 
http://ec.europa.eu/translation/english/guidelines/documents/mi
sused_english_terminology_eu_publications_en.pdf) 
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http://ec.europa.eu/translation/english/guidelines/documents/styleguide_english_dgt_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/translation/english/guidelines/documents/styleguide_english_dgt_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/translation/english/guidelines/documents/misused_english_terminology_eu_publications_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/translation/english/guidelines/documents/misused_english_terminology_eu_publications_en.pdf
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